Swim Lane Etiquette

- Please make sure you choose the lane that best meets your swimming needs for the day
- When you decide your lane, if you will be sharing it please make sure to check with the other swimmer before you start swimming if they would like to circle swim (counter clockwise) or split the lane.
- If you are already in the water and someone asks to share the lane, please be courteous and allow them to share the lane with you especially if there are no other open lanes available
- Once you enter please make sure to sit and slide in the water, there is no diving from the side of the pool
- If you are sharing a lane please make sure to give yourself plenty of space between you and the other person before you start so you are not starting right on their feet
- If you should need to pass someone please tap their feet once to let them know and wait until the wall if you can. If you need to pass them before the wall please make sure it is done in between the flags. If you are being passed, please make sure to allow the other swimmer as much room as possible to get by you but do not stop in the middle of the pool
- If you are resting on the wall please make sure to move over to allow the other swimmers to be able to turn or touch the wall safely and continue their swimming
- If everyone were to follow the rules we can easily swim 4-6 people a lane and everyone be able to get a good swim in for the day